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sugar snow
beneath thick slabs of ice
give way to the occasional science
of the avalanche
as unpredictable as they
are imprecise

Lisa Stein and Amy Wright

the firebreather speaks
a new language of heat and kerosene
members of that profession
are highly susceptible to consumption
and chronic bronchial inflammation
The loss of the Miranda was still fresh on everyone's mind. The main object of the
expedition was to study Greenland's glacier system, the inland ice cap and icebergs; and to map the hitherto unknown portions of Melville Bay. Sketch the human, animal, and vegetable. Name life of the arctic region. Visit Peary's camp and
bring back news of him in advance of his return. Return to Philadelphia. Drift into
journalism. Engineer the mountains of Pennsylvania. He has since time traveled extensively. Hunted in the vicinity of Equator. Shot reindeer feeding on lichen in
the Arctic Tundra.
little shrines
the house beautiful
in other time, other season
cousin Anthony and I
inspired little rivers
through suffering
little journeys
we found black pebbles
and cool to the touch
five sins of an architect
tick-tock treasures
the nursery
the infants magazine
the vanishing pictures
of yellow beauty
white wings and similar things
zigzag journeys around the world
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(Re)-Defining
Scottish
Nationalism
after Devolution
disClosure interviews
Cairns Craig
(4 April 1998)

Carins Craig is the Chair of the
English Department at the University of Edinburgh, Scotland, the
general editor of the Determinatio~s
series on Scottish culture and politics (Edinburgh UP) and general
editor of a four-volume series entitled The Histon1 of Scottish Literature (also Edinburgh UP). He is the
author of Yeats, Eliot, Pound and the
Politics of Poetry: Richest to the Richest (1982), Out of History: Narra~ve
Paradigms in Scottish and English
Culture (1996) and of many articles
on Scottish literature, nationalism,
regionalism, and cultural identity.
His most recent publication is "I.A.
Richards,
T.S.
Eliot
and
Empiricism's Art of Memory" (Revue de Morale et de Metaphysique,
forthcoming) and he is currently
writing a book on the twentiethcentury Scottish novel.
With Scottish devolution having occurred in September of 199~,
Dr. Craig's participation in the Uruversity of Kentucky Committee for
Social
Theory
Distinguished
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Speaker Series on Nation Theory, in Spring 1998, was very timely. In
his lecture, Dr. Craig offered a bracing critique of Benedict Anderson's
influential study Imagined Communities. Using the Scottish case as his
point of focus, Dr. Craig argued that Anderson's theory could not be
easily applied to Scotland or other emerging nations experiencing similar situations. He argued that Anderson's theory is highly poetic and
idealizing, based in part on T.S. Eliot's ideas of nationalism, in w hich
the nation is determined by a unified imagination. For Craig, Anderson
fails to consider how conflictual the national imaginary is, out of which
the nations emerges.
In this interview, he discusses his analysis of Anderson, and also
examines the situation in Scotland before and after the September 1997
referendum and the potential for the "evolution" of literature departments in Scottish universities after devolution.

IdC Interviews Cairns Craig
rather retiring and unassertive, and they worried about their ~tural
inferiority to the English (and the Americ~!) students. N.ow this has
switched around entirely and the tendency is for the English students
to feel that they have to try to participate in Scot~sh life an~ learn a bit
about it and not to come simply as cultural tourists. Scottish students
are much more assertive about the value of their own culture-even~s
like Trainspotting, both book and film, have helped her~an~ are ~onfi
dent in using their own voice, using an accented vmce which, in the
past, they would tend to be embarrassed about. Scottish accents used ~o
have a very 'low' acceptance level in the rest of the UK and people .in
Scotland would try to lose their accents as they moved u~ the social
scale. Now Scottish accents have a high acceptance level in England,
with the result that people in the media and public life actually try to
assert their Scottishness through their accents.
dC: This has all happened since September?

disClosure: We just wanted to start by asking you a general question
about Scottish devolution and what that means and what differences it
is going to make.
Cairns Craig: Well, I think that the truth is that we don't know what
specific differences it's going to make to various parts of Scottish life-only that it will make an enormous difference to the whole of Scottish
life because it is going to generate a new kind of politics and new level
of democratic involvement in areas that previously were run by
Westminster-appointed bureaucracies. Specific changes are that there
are going to be a lot more women in the parliament, there are going to
be a range of people who are not professional politicians because they
will be selected from a party 'list' on the proportional representation
basis. This will change the nature of political debate. Since the powers
of the parliament are restricted, cultural and educational issues will be
very high on the agenda. At the political level both the fact of the parliament and its representation system will radically change traditional
voting patterns within Scotland. Already we are seeing a huge increase
in support for nationalists, for instance, when the Labour Party had expected that the creation of the parliament would be sufficient to deflate
the nationalistic aspirations for most Scottish people. People are now
talking about a possible victory for the Nationalist party in the first
elections and about independence within five years. Change on this
scale was unimaginable even a year ago.
And whatever kind of politics comes from Devolution, at the cultural
level the changes are, already, enormous, simply from the very fact that
this vote has happened. There is a sense of confidence in people that
hasn't been there previously in their lives. In the university in
Edinburgh where I work, for instance, Scottish students used to be
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CC: No, just not since September, though the confidence factor has increased rapidly since then. There has actually been a steady development over the last ten years or so-a growing sense of confidence and
commitment. What happened in September was not so much~ new b~
ginning as the culmination of a long process tha~'s ~een going on ~
Scotland since the 1960s. I suppose it's the culmination of Scotland s
long retreat from the British Empire and the k~d of ~den~ty th~t ~e
Empire required, and the opening out of.a new kind ~f identity which is
more in tune with a Europe of small nations and regions.
dC: We were also interested in hearing you speak abo~t the period between 1979 and 1997 and what has been going on to re1uvenate the culture of Scotland. We know you started the journal ~encrastus and
wanted to know more about it and the people who were involved.
CC: After the failure to establish a Scottish parliament in 1979 ti:ie sense
of depression was enormous: the vote had in fact been a vote in favor
but only by a tiny margin, and the lack o f commi'tment among the Scottish people (over 30% didn't vote) made it impossible to feel that there
would ever be a resolution of the Scottish situation. It seemed that ther.e
would always be a strong grouping in favour of independence but it
looked like it would never be strong enough to succeed so ~at w~
would have a politics of stalemate. And, of course, it was the failure 0
the Scottish devolution bill that brought down the Labour government
in 1979 because the Scottish Nationalists voted against it, and that let
'
.
Mrs. Thatcher
into
power, so that there was ~ d eep divide between
en
Labour and the Scottish Nationalists- a deep bitterness even betwe
those who shared a lot of common ground and that soured the a.tmosphere in Scotland. As a result, we were looking forward and fearing a
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decade of cultural emptiness. A lot of people thought that we were
heading into a cultural desert and that what had been happening
through the 1970s, with a gradual increase in cultural vitality, would
just wither away. But precisely the opposite happened. In fact, what
happened in Scotland was very similar to what happened in Ireland in
the 1890s after the death of Parnell when suddenly all the political energy that came to a dead halt went into cultural energy. People who
were angry or disappointed about the politics went off and got involved in doing cultural things and those cultural events then developed an infrastructure on which the next level of politics could be
constructed.
Indeed, a whole lot of new institutions came into existence in Scotland
in the aftermath of 1979, and a very symbolic one is the Scottish Poetry
Library, which was founded in the early 1980s. Many of us felt that
there ought to be a special place for poetry because poetry is, in a sense,
the fundamental element of cultural identity, the art through which the
language of the culture is shaped. We raised money, and eventually we
got an old building in the High Street in Edinburgh, where the Libracy
has operated from since 1984. Recently, however, the Library got funds
through the National Lottery (which supports cultural activity) for a
new building and chose a site which, as it turns out, is right next door
to the site that has been selected for the Scottish Parliament building.
So, we're actually going to have the Scottish Poetry Library, which was
established to help overcome the failure of 1979, right next door to the
Parliament when it opens in 2001,which is a nice symbol of how cultural activity contributes to political progress.
As for Cencrastus, it was actually started by a group of postgraduate
students in my department after 1979. We were in a pub complaining to
each other about how desperate the situation was going to be, and some
of these post-graduates suggested that we should actually do something. I had run magazines before and encouraged them in the idea of
establishing a magazine that would keep the debate about Scottish independence going. We started with nothing, writing everything ourselves, but after the first couple of issues the magazine quickly
established a reputation for doing ground-breaking work on defining
the nature-and the problems-of modern Scottish culture. The Scottish Arts Council then came in and supported it and it was able to be
produced in a high-quality format, and for 6 years or so it played a very
key role in trying to rethink what Scottish culture's relationship with
the rest of the world was, and to overcome this deep sense, which you
can see very clearly in many of the analysts of Scottish culture right up
until recent times, that there really wasn't anything valuable in Scottish
culture, that the only way forward for Scotland was somehow to con-
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nect with an international culture rather than to develop its own. Almost everything that had been written about Scotland was about its
failure as a culture, about the lack of any past values on which the future could be built. What Cencrastus did was to adopt the opposite position. It said, we know there has been a valuable and dynamic culture
here in the past and that it is simply our ignorance of it, or the bia~ed
nature of the ways in which it has been judged, that makes the Scottish
past seem like a deformation or a emptiness. I gue~~ we kind of made a
bet with our own sense of the value of our traditions and set out to
prove that they existed with a richness. th~t hadn't been reco~sed. w.e
had a very strong agenda on reconstituting a sense of Scottish traditions and of the significance of these traditions. We were looking at
Scottish culture, not in comparison with English or French culture, or
from the perspectives of cultural theory as developed in England or
France but in terms of the values of the culture itself, in terms that were
appro~riate to a small and peripheral culture, and looking for comparisons with other cultures of a similar kind. What we wanted to do was to
establish how different Scottish cultural value was and to value its differences.
I think for those five or six years Cencrastus had a significant impact in
forcing many people to revise their conceptions o~ the Scottish past,. and
it was out of that work on Cencrastus that my History of Scottish Literature emerged, which was also designed to underline the richness ~d
continuity of the Scottish literary tradition in defiance of how Scottish
writing is usually presented in histories of 'English' literature. A further continuation of the Cencrastus project is a series that I run for
Edinburgh University Press called Determinations which has published
about 25 books over the past 7 or 8 years, all of. them focus~d on
revitalising our sense of the significance of the Scottish past. The mteresting thing is that when you look back over this period y~u get authors
and commentators like Tom Nairn, or Christopher Harvie or Ian Bell,
and women writers like Liz Lochhead and Janis Galloway, who were
all anti-nationalist or deeply sceptical about the value of an independent Scottish culture in the early 1980s, but who have all. mov~d
steadily towards a more nationalist position. Someone like Liz
Lockhead says she started off writing as a woman: she th~ught th~t ~e
ing a woman was the important issue and that being Scottish was ms~g
nificant to her identity but now she has come to see her role as a Scottish
woman writer as being the crucial point.
What has happened with the language is perhaps an indicator of the
change in people's valuation of the Scottish past. In 1979, the gener~
tendency in Scottish poetry, for instance, was to s.ee ~e great expenments in writing in Scots that had taken place earlier m the century as
185
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~relevant. That was all past because it hadn't worked. We we
't
mg to use S. cos
t anymore. N ow, most of the younger poets are
ren uite
gohappy to
Seo.ts and English and to work back and forward
~e ~~' w~i~ng m ~oth, and you get very flourishing writing in Scotsng ~ dan f m English-Scots. Equally, in the novel, we have moved into
a. peno o enormou~ productivity and linguistic experiment. In arKelman
was first published by a small
ent pu shing organization m Edinburgh in 1984, showed how ou
fuse vernacular Scots with. English. Kelman's novels have i!.,en
ocking to many because of their destruction of traditional r
. ti
but their style has been taken up by lots of younger
wr~ters, and Kelman clearly showed Irvine Welsh how to capture the
voice of the urban under class in Trainspotting. Twenty years a o no one
have
novel in Scottish vernarular
would
win e Booker Pnze in Bntain or would become an international best
~eller, b~t both things have happened and that is an indication of just
c~w pro .ound the changes in Scottish culture have been. And it is the
anges m ~e cultu_re, I would argue, that gave Scottish eo le the
sense of
m themselves and in their own identii
roduced the political changes we are now going through.
p

~x.

~rular, J=e~
~~uld.
st~dards
w?ul~

be~een

~ w~rk, ~hich

~tu

~fo11~s~

expec~ed ~at ~

spee~h

confi~~nce

th~t

~~: So

ha:e ~classes been involved in this cultural revolution or has
i een pnmarily an academic or elitist movement?
'
CC·· No / I think
thi s a general cultural change not just involvin the in.
tellec~al elite. ?ne theory of nationalism is that it is all run b Yntelleceh:es who 1ust use the people as fodder for what they're doing But
e ~~ o~k at popular cul.ture in S~oUand over this period, it has been
q
y ansformed and m very similar ways: it was a parallel devel~~ent t~ ~hat was happening in 'high' culture rather than something
a was ell_'g led by it. In the mid 1980s you started to get Scottish
0
Pti. hpular music gr?ups-The Proclaimers for instance--who sang in ScotUntil
then.' it didn't ma tter h ow Scottish
. you were, you
s accents.
didn't
.
.
sing wit~ a Scottish accent. You might sing with a Tennessee accen~ or an English accent but not a Scottish one. The music might still be
a rmxtu:e of country 'n' western (though country 'n' western owes a lot
!~!~~:h ;olk ;nusic in ~y case) and blues but it was voiced as being
gd oca / something rooted in a local culture. Equally there
were bR
an s . who
·
'
Gaelic
f .started d.omg
contemporary-style rock music
in
b t th. unrzg, or 1:1'stance, is a standard guitar and drums rock band
u
e~ add a Celtic feel to it with the use of bagpipe-type h
.
and their music has become .
l
armorues,
sin alon .
.
munense y popular all over Europe: people
e g ~ Gae~ic even though they may know nothing of the langu g : Their m~sic has always been very political, and their leader,
Donrue Munro, is now standing in the Scottish Parliament.

~al

!

So, at the popular level as well, you got an upsurge in a nativist sense of
cultural identity, the exploiting of Scots and Gaelic, and the reconnecting of apparently international styles with traditional Scottish folk music. So significant has this been, that the unofficial Scottish national
anthem is a song called 'Floo'er o Scotland' which was written by the
Carries, a Scottish folk band. The 'folk revival' that was once a specialist
interest of a few enthusiasts has now actually produced a national anthem that is sung by everyone. Equally, Celtic festivals like Beltane
have been revived and have become enormous attractions. So that the
new energy has gone right through every level of the society and every
aspect of cultural life, from TV comedies and thrillers to painting and
choral music. What we've seen is a Scotticization even of the most commercial and international aspects of our culture.
To some extent, I suppose, we've been benefiting from a general process of the decentralization of the media. Britain from the 1940s till the
1970s was a formidably centralized state: it was run from London and
the limited number of radio stations and television channels were all
controlled directly or indirectly by the government, and that produced
an incredibly uniform culture. Now changes in technology and the
weakening of the control of broadcasting by the nation-state mean that
as well as MTV and so on, you get much more local radio, local television, and that gives people a much greater sense of living in a region
that's expressing itself, not just a region that's sitting there waiting for
someone to tell it what its existence is like. The centralization that was
produced in Britain by the Second World War has finally begun to be
rolled back and that is giving a new voice not only to old identities like
Scotland, but also to the provincial English cities like Manchester,
whose cultural life was simply assimilated to a uniform Britishness or
Englishness.
dC: We wanted to bring up Benedict Anderson from your lecture yesterday. Could you briefly summarize how you feel Scottish nationalism
differs from his main theory?
CC: Well, in relation to Scotland the main problem in Anderson's
theory is that he is still using a notion of culture and its relationship to
the nation as being founded on homogeneity-in other words, that
identity is singularity and unity. In Scotland that model of culture an~
nation just doesn't work. Now, it may true that 'nationalism' as traditionally defined has had to invoke a sense of cultural unity in order to
mobilize people towards establishing independence, but nations as
such do not exist in and through unity - they exist as much through
their internal conflicts as by their unified response to external conflicts.
To focus on nations and nationalism primarily in terms of 'unity' is to
mistake the tactical requirements of a nationalist movement in the stage
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of seeking power with the nature of nations and nationalism itself In
Scotland we have di:erse cultures, because not only do we have Ga~lic
and Scots and English speakers, we also have 20% of the population
~~o .are the ~esc.en.dants of Irish immigrants, and whose religious affiliations don t fit into the Calvinist traditions of lowland Scotland
Over the past twenty years, there's also been a large immigration t~
Scotland of English people who have come to take up residence in Scotland be~ause the .life is so much better than it is round about London.
So, you ve got this very mixed and diverse cultural situation and you
have a very .mixed and diverse set of cultural traditions and ~ long involve~ent m 'international' culture, whether of the Empire or of
American-led popular culture. Those traditions sometimes intersect
each other ~d sometimes turn their back on each other, so you can't
co~truct a sm?~e ~d ~fied narrative of Scottish cultur e and you
cant fo~~ a unified identity from them. This u sed to be regarded as the
deep f~iling o~ Scottish culture and what made an independent political
future i~possible . ~ut what we have seen is precisely the formation of a
new ~ational.con~ciou~ness based on the acceptance of diversity ra ther
than integr~tion ~ unity. Anderson's idea of the 'imagination' is still
th~ ~omantic notion of the imagination as that which harmonizes and
~e~, wher~as I ~ould want to argue that the imagination can also be
di~~gic, a ~1~lectic between traditions rather than a fusion into one
~ed ~adition. And~rs~n's notion of the imagination in his concept
of rma~ed community goes back to romantic aes thetics and therefore sust~ the notion of the 'nation' as it was defined in romantic
te~s, making the nation like a romantic work of art defined by its
unity, harmony, autonomy and so on. I think we need a much more
complex model of how a nation imagines itself to match the much more
complex na~e of the ~od~rn n~tion, both in terms of its relationship
to ~upra-n~tion~ org~ruzations hke the European Union and in terms
of i:s rel.ationship to its component identities, its regions and its inner
nationalism~. In a Scottish context, that model of the nation is simply
not appropnate, and neither, I think, is it appropriate to most places in
the world. any more. The 'nation' is both an existing entity and a target
that we aim at: ~s long as we continue to think in terms of unity and
harmony the. na~ons we aim at will never be in accord with the nations
w~ actually live ~n . In Scotland the effort to think through a nationalism
wi~hout such unity and autonomy is, I think, the most interesting theoretical aspect of the political process we have been involved in.
A second p~oblem wit~ Anderson's model, I think, is its encouragement. of the ~dea that, smce the nation is imagined, we can simply reinven~ it to sui~ our own predilections. There is a tendency to see identity
as simply a fiction which can be constructed from anything at all. What

this loses is the sense of resistance that is embedded in existing cultural
situations. Now it may be that in some parts of the world people can
pick and mix their cultural contexts, but they are doing so within wellfounded material circumstances which are themselves part of the definition of their culture. But even here there is a context in which, no
matter how obliterating modernity can be, certain elements of the past
maintain themselves and do not disappear. You're always in a negotiation with those past forms of the culture which go on existing round
about you even when you don't know the history that they come from:
they are there not just in the landscape and in the names but in the
whole texture of the life you're living in, with all its underlying assumptions that define how people relate to each other and to the world
around them. Those deeply embedded, and largely unconscious elements, can't simply be erased by imagining a new identity for yourself.
In a Scottish context, although we have been reimagining Scotland, we
have been reimagining it by engaging and re-engaging with all that has
defined why this place is different from other places. Of course, we are
foregounding elements that were previously ignored, but it is not some
act of the creative imagination conducted ex nihilo where we could
imagine simply anything as Scottish, and Scotland as anything we like.
It is that aspect of Anderson's theory which, I think, has been used--or
perhaps 'abused'- by some recent commentators on national identity.
Something else I feel strongly about and which I didn't actually get into
my lecture yesterday, is that Anderson's theory seems to me to put nationalism back where lots of early theorists of nationalism wanted to
put it, in the domain of the irrational. It's imagined; therefore, it's not
rational. Nowhere does Anderson suggest that reason or rationality is
any part of nationalism or nationalist politics. Nationalism is a purely
irrational thing. It's imaginary; it's emotive; and it has no explicable or
rationally justifiable content. The problem with nationalism from this
perspective is that you can never fully understand it except in terms of
some kind of pathology. No two nationalists can ever agree about anything because their nationalism is emotive and entirely specific to their
individual situations. It seems to me that this is a very dangerous route
for us to go down because it actually puts nationalism back into that
camp where its ultimate expression is fascism and where fascism is the
threat that is contained in all nationalisms. Nation theory has been bedeviled since the Second World War with this assumption-nationalism equals irrationalism equals fascism--and we've spent many years
trying to, as it were, recuperate nationalism from the after-effects of fascism. Nationalism has to be analysed from a different angle than this if
we are both to understand the nature of the nation and nationalism and
if we are not simply to ignore the views of millions of nationalists all
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the .~orld who would assert that they are not simply irrational in
their politics.

So, w~at .has been developing in Scotland, and Tom Nairn is probably
the P~~c1pal exponent of this, is what we tend to call civic nationalism
and civic nationalism is, if you like, a reasoned nationalism because it'~
bas~d ~n the rationale of the i~s~tutional structures of the society. The
nation is not founded on ethnicity or on some imagined unity but on
the s~ctures of civil life which protect and assert certain values: values. w~ch the nation maintains in and through those institutions. The
nation is the medium through which values are cons tructed asserted
and m~tained an~ those. val.ues. can. be reasoned about. In a phrase of
Ala.sd~ Maclntyr~ ~' an U:Stit:ution is an 'embodied argument' and a
nation is a co~ectivity of institutions which embody arguments that
both debate with each other and which can be debated about in rational
~ays. The n~tion exists in order to protect and develop those institu~ons and therr,~r~ents. ?ne .is not simply saying "This is my nation
nght ~r w~ong : on~ is not ir~ationally d~fending something simply because it exists. One is defending a space 1n which a certain debate about
val1:1es goes one, values which one is committed to (or committed
agamst) but abo~t which it is possible to reason. Obviously, there is an
element of fatah~ he.re: one. is given one's nation and its institutions
~ve shaped ones existence m ways which may make it impossible to
think that any,othe~s could be of equal value. But, equally, it is possible
to c~ange one .s nation- I. mean in both senses, to change the nature of
o~e sown nation from within or to change to a different nation. But in
either case one is running up against the 'resistance' factor I spoke
a~out before, one is negotiati~g between ~ past and future, but negotiating on a reasoned and not simply on an irrational basis.
1

The role of ti:e nation in the .contemporary global economy is, I think,
both an explicable and a rational one. The nation offers a counterbalan~e to international capitalism. When you have capitalism ready to
shift resources a~ound the world and imposing homogeneity on life,
~ou need power in s~all, .local.communi ties to protect those aspects of
life, th~se aspects of identity without which we would lose our sense of
hw:r'aruty. The rise of nationalisms all over the world are a part of the
res1st~ce that peopl~ are mak~ng which they can't make by actually
changing the economics of capitalism and how it works but they can
make by using those spaces that are left to them for de~eloping their
o:vn cultural agenda and not just being imposed on them from the outside.
dC:. ':Ve are intere~ted, being that we're all English majors, how your
p~s1tion as a Scottish person and the chair of a Department of English
with many English professors and students has affected your personal
901

sense of identity, and how you see this now (after the referendum for
devolution) affecting the teaching of Scottish literature at your university.
CC: Well, let me give you a little bit of history on that. In the 1960s and
early 1970s in Edinburgh University, we had one course on Scottish Literature which was an introductory first year course. That was all the
Scottish literature you could really do unless you happened to have a
tutor that was prepared to let you do some as you went along, but it
wasn't built into the courses and wasn't given a very public profile. The
situation wasn't much better in any Scottish University: Scottish literature was not taught, or taught to only a small handful of students, often
from abroad, because if you were studying 'Literature' then you would
study English literature. When we tried to introduce changes into this,
we got an enormous amount of resistance because it was seen to be a
challenge to the inclusive nature of English studies. To many colleagues
'English' covered anything written in the language, and not, as I believed it to be at Edinburgh, the promulgation of English national values. To set up courses in Scottish Literature was to 'nationalize' the
existing 'English Literature' structure and thereby problematize the
whole discipline. How central, for instance, are Chaucer and
Shakespeare and Milton if 'English' English Literature is no longer absolutely central to your sense of studying literature in English? Our institutional answer to this has been to m ake Scottish Literature and
English Literature absolutely equal in status, allowing students to combine English literature courses, Scottish literature courses, or to specialize in either. The problem of how you define English Literature-and,
indeed, Scottish Literature- then becomes one of the key theoretical issues which runs through all of our introductory courses.
The interesting thing that has happened is that the members of staff
who would have opposed this, indeed, did oppose it in the 1970s,
mostly now also teach Scottish Literature as well as English Literature
courses, or have included Scottish works on their English courses. In
part, this is because many English people in Scotland have come to be
defenders of the very different kind of university system that we have
in Scotland, which is more like the American system, rather than the
highly specialized English system. In defending the institution with its
four-year rather than three-year degree structure, they have come to
appreciate the values of the culture they are in. Gradually, many of my
colleagues who were specialists in English Literature, or indeed in
American Literature (because we taught American literature before we
taught Scottish literature!) have developed Scottish interests and now
publish on Scottish literature as well. It is generally accepted now that
anyone teaching literature at a Scottish university should have an inter191
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est in and an awareness of Scottish Literature and that no student
should be able to do English Literature without encountering Scottish
works. Nonetheless, I don't think we've fully resolved the tension between English Literature as a kind of continuous cultural "bridgeh~ad" to keep us in touch with the heartland of culture, and English
Literature as a much broader, more inclusive discipline. Certainly, in
my department, we're moving to a model of English studies where 'Englis~' English literature is just one of many literatures in a post-colonial
environment. It's not that we see Scottish Literature as specifically
'post-colonial' because the term is simply inappropriate to a country
that was so heavily involved in colonization, but we're interested in the
ways that the same issues come up in post-colonial literatures that Scottish literature has gone through - how as you use dialects and how you
relate those to standard forms of speech, for instance. Scottish writing
has a long experience of some of the issues that other cultures are encountering as novelties and we are interested in setting Scottish culture
in a context with many other cultures with parallel challenges rather
than constantly relating ourselves to English-or American--culture.
In terms of my own particular position, I did my Ph.D. on Yeats and
Eliot because I couldn't do it on any of the Scottish writers I was intere~ted in. I wanted to ~tay in Scotland and that was a difficult struggle
since there were few JObs and there was a tendency to appoint people
from Oxford and Cambridge on the basis that they must be better at
English Literature. When I was fortunate enough to get a job in Scotland, and was established with tenure, then I devoted, I suppose, about
ten years to re-educating myself in Scottish culture. Although I had
read ~he major figures like Burns, I had no real sense of what the past of
~cottish culture was about, never having had the opportunity to study
it. So, I suppose for people of my generation you had to take a whole
slice out of your life just to re-educate yourself into the culture that you
had ha~ 18 years of being educated out of, and you end up with an odd
acadermc career because effectively you're running two parallel careers. I mean, I'm still writing on Yeats and Eliot and Pound, and I'm
also writing on lots of Scottish material. But to understand the Scottish
material and what has gone wrong with our understanding of Scottish
culture, you have to get into nation theory as well, and become at least
an amateur theoretician or political scientist. That can create tensions in
an a~a~emic environment where you are supposed to be a literature
~p~cialist, but I suppose the exciting thing about Scottish studies is that
it 1s a fo~us. for a. lot of interdisciplinary work, and many of us have
found thi~ li~eram:ig after being trapped in traditional English departments. It is liberating to be developing your ideas in a context where
the work of political scientists and sociologists and art historians can
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impact on your own work and where your own work can also have direct consequences in other disciplines-or, indeed, in politics. I think
that direct sense of cultural engagement is something that can still exist
in small cultures but which has been pretty much lost in the relationship of literature to cultural life in larger countries.
Within the educational system, I think all universities in Scotland are
now re-orienting themselves towards Scottish culture in an effort to
deal with the Scottish Parliament, which will control their funding.
They cannot be seen any longer as being, as it were, barriers to the development of Scottish culture, standing outside of it and having nothing to do with it. They have to recognise a Scottish culture and try to
shape it through their own activities. This ought to mean we are looking at a very productive period for Scottish culture-at least at an academic level. The big worry, of course, is that once the Parliament is
there all of the cultural energy will go back into politics and the huge
upsurge in the creative arts that we have seen over the past twenty
years will collapse back. But I think if you live in a small culture you've
got to expect that you cannot have continuously sustained levels of major achievement by your writers and artists. You're going to get peaks,
and you're going to get long periods of lesser achievement. You've just
got to accept that as the nature of small cultures, and there's no point in
berating yourself that your culture is failing to live up to what it ought
to be, it's bound to have these periods where it's not able to produce
major cultural contributions and you cannot judge it by the standards
and expectations that people might have of the world's major cultures.
But if you keep open the lines of communication between the present
and past then there will always be the possibility of another significant
development that contributes not just to your own culture but to the
cultures of other peoples as well.
dC: English literature used to be viewed as a unified literature, but it is
now divided into regional and ethnic varieties. Is a similar situation
present in Scottish literature as in the divisions between lowland and
highland? Is there that kind of diversity in Scottish literature?
CC: Certainly, it is possible to see different traditions in highland ai:1d
lowland writing, but then there are also places such as the Orkney islands where a writer like George Mackay Brown developed a very specific sense of tradition and within the lowlands there is a big gulf
between the Glasgow writers and Edinburgh writers. But I ~on't think
it will be the same in Scotland as it is here in the USA. Obviously, the
way people here have responded to globalized and homog~nem~s ~ul
ture is to go back to ethnicity - to much more ethnic ways of 1dentify~g
yourself. But in Scotland precisely because there hasn't been a ParhaI
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ment for 300 years and there has been no center to Scottish culture,
Scottish culture has always been very regional. We've had enormous
diversity in regional traditions in writing, but we are, after all, a very
small country and these regions may be very different but they are not
far from each other. Everything is happening within a fairly tight
boundary where it's still possible for people to talk to each other across
those boundaries: indeed, I think more and more Scottish writers tend
to want to operate between these various categories rather than from
within any one of them. There is a long tradition in Scotland of novels,
in particular, based on double narratives or on characters who are or
have doubles-Alasdair Gray's Lanark, which appeared just after the
1979 Referendum and was in some ways an effort to explain Scotland's
failed politics, is the most famous modem version, or Muriel Spark's
The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie-and you could see this as the effect of living in a country with mixed traditions-highland, lowland, Gaelic,
Scots-but where the traditions constantly impinge and abut on each
other.
One of the problems in English studies, clearly, is that this diversification into regional and ethnic literatures means we have fewer and fewer
texts in common to talk to each other about- this is why 'theory' has
become so important, of course-it is the common language of our diversities. But, I don't think that is going to happen in Scotland so much
because the literature just doesn't have the scale to develop that level of
specialization. One of the things we are trying to do, however, is to
open new ways of comparing Scottish writing with our nearest
neighbours, with Irish and Welsh writing, because these cultures have
been virtually closed off from each other for a very long time. Each has
sought to identify itself over against English culture but rarely shown
any awareness of their common situation or, indeed, of their specific
differences. Various initiatives are going on to try to develop links between Scottish and Irish studies, links which have a political dimension
as well because Ulster, of course, is the point where Scottish and Irish
cultures overlap. The achievement of devolution in Scotland is perhaps
going to have significant consequences for how we perceive the Ulster
situation, because if Scotland is headed towards independence, then
what does it mean to be British in Ulster if you're actually of Scottish
descent? Who are you identifying with? So, it complicates the whole
ideological stance of people of Scottish descent in Ulster and may in
fact provide one of the ways in which that situation can be resolved.
dC: From a chapter of Out of History, you describe literary references of
nation inscribed through landscape. Have you seen instances of this occurring in Scottish literature as well as English?

CC: Scottish landscape was so pictorialized by romanticism that landscape is crucial to Scottish culture-but crucial because it is a problem
11 Scottish artists have to come to terms with. The landscape has been
~onstructed in certain specific ways that it is sometimes d~fficult to encounter it except as something that's already been turned into art. And
ften it is treated as 'natural' when in fact its 'wildness' is the product
~f historical changes, historical changes that we~e designe~ to get the
people off the land so that it could ~e more effect~vel~ explmted. ~e of
the things Scottish writers have tried to do~ I think, is to re-es~ablish a
connection with landscape which gets behind all. that rom~tic glamour; to see the land not as something in itself but in terms of ~ts hum~
significances. The work of people like Neil Gunn and Lewis Grassie
Gibbon was crucial to this in the 1920s and 30s.
But the real significance of the Scottish landscape (and what has driven
much of Scottish culture from the 18th century until today) ~s the fact
that you have juxtaposed with each other thi~ ~te~~e ~~~tri'al culture
in the Scottish lowlands and this apparently pnmitive, wild co~try
side only a few miles away. You can be stand~g in Glasgow, in the
heartland of the ind us trial revolution, and 20 miles away you have the
romantic picturesqueness of Loch Lomond. They are about as close ~s
you can get to each other geographically and yet they s.eem worlds
apart. So, landscape in Scottish writing tends to b.e used .in terms of a
juxtaposition between a wild environment and an industrial world and
what the meaning of those two worlds are to each other. It's almost. as
though the Scottish highlands get used as ~ ~i:n~lem of an alternative
set of moral, ethical, and philosophical possibilities to ~e :'orld of ~:
industrial city, and characters are often descri~e~ mak~g J~urney.s .
tween the two, and trying to relate the life of ~s ~dustrial city, a lif~ in
the midst of an intense historical process, with this other. world which
seems historyless, which seems to defy the processes of history.
Also, the Scottish landscape quite literally is ?ne of ti:e oldest lan~
scapes in the world and it was in the exploration of this landscape in
the eighteenth century that modem evolutionary geology develo~ed~
particularly in James Hutton's Theory of the Earth which was pu~lishe.
in 1797. The Scottish Highlands therefore also represent something ~n
mordial and unchanging, something inhuman. It is a land~c~pe .which,
. may appear, is
· a1so.fearsome·. it is. like
E rthe
h
however picturesque it
physical embodiment of a Calvinist God. While landscape ~ ng is
·
ment' the environment
culture has been presented as a h uman environ
. th
·
t'
th
0 posite·
d
1
· e
you go back to to find your humanity. In Scot an i s e P.
.
landscape is sublime menacing,
a ch a11enge to your humaruty. It tells
you how insignifican~ your achievements may be in rela~on to th~ pe:~
manence of this landscape. It doesn't offer the consolation of being
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one with nature but rather insists how unapproachable the natural is.
The great statement of this is Hugh MacDiarmid's poem "On a Raised
Beach" where he describes a beach of rocks, and suggests how impossible it is for human consciousness to relate to the rocks and to the
whole process of evolution which they represent: there can be no mystical union between mind and matter such as the romantics might have
envisaged. The rocks are there from the beginning and they remain
alien. He says, "There are plenty of ruined buildings in the world but
no ruined stones./No visitor comes from the stars/But is the same as
they are." The landscape is a kind of denial of human history and of its
significance. What you'll find in a Scottish novel is that the characters at
the end of the novel go back to that landscape, not for consolation but to
confront the ultimate insignificance of human history in relation to it.
dC: Do you think that Hugh MacDiarmid's "A Drunk Man Looks at a
Thistle" demonstrates the kind of emerging consciousness that modernists such as Woolf and Joyce do in their works completed in the mid
1920s?
CC: MacDiarmid was very conscious of Pound and Eliot and what was
going on in modernism in London in the aftermath of the First World
War. He was also very conscious of Joyce and had encountered Joyce's
work in its serial publication before Ulysses appeared in 1922. There is
no doubt that MacDiarmid saw himself as a modernist writer. But what
happened to him, which was kind of a distinctively Scottish thing to
have happened, was that as he was struggling to write new modem
works in the years after the first world war, he encountered almost by
accident a book on Scottish dialects. The words in it just leapt out at
him and he made a poem out of it: 'Ae weet forenicht i' the youtrummle/I saw yon antrin thing,/ A watergaw wi' its chitterin' licht/
Ayont the on-ding' ['One wet evening at the time when the sheep have
been sheared and tremble in the cold/I saw that strange thing/ a rainbow with its shivering light/ beyond the on-coming storm'] You can
see how compressed the Scots is compared to English and that was one
of the things MacDiarmid liked! But this was, if you like, a sort of
'found' poem, because all the words were there in the book he was
reading, and he just formed them into poems. And what he produced
was so alien to what he had been trying to do as a poet that he actually
had to give himself another name to attach to his writings in Scots (his
real name was Christopher Murray Grieve). So in a way, it's almost as if
in MacDiarmid's work there's a sort of crossing point between modernism and the recovery of a traditional Scottish voice. Also, there is in
these early poems of MacDiarmid's the sense of a recovery of the poet
as representative of the folk, which is very much what Burns was trying
to do. So what you get is a kind of folk modernism which is very differ-
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ent from what Eliot and Pound were doing, and more, to some extent,
like what Yeats was doing in trying to fuse Irish mythology and modernist technique or what William Carlos Williams was trying to do to
capture an American voice. It is something different from the cosmopolitan definition of modernism that we usually work with in the
anglophone world, something perhaps we need to explore and understand as a different dimension of modernism, a sort of nativist modernism. So, when he was writing "A Drunk Man Looks at a Thistle,"
MacDiarmid was trying to contribute an equivalent Scottish modernist
epic to rival the "The Wasteland" or Ulysses . The poem is riddl~d with
references to Eliot and to Joyce, but the substructure, of course, is from
Burns's "Tam O'Shanter." It's the drunk man trying to get home just as
Tam is trying to get home. It was consciously an effort at modernist
novelty and it was an effort to use the aesthetics of modernism, of conjunction and disjunction, while at the same time relocating himself
within a distinctively Scottish tradition.
But I think in some ways MacDiarmid as modernist was driven in directions which were actually in conflict with his interest in and
committment to Scottish culture. So you get a crossing point here where
he's writing Scots, he's writing out of Scots tradition in modernist fashion, but within ten years he's started writing in English a style that he
regards as a kind of "world" English that is disso~iated ~om th~ E~
glish tradition. Except in the early poems of the.mid ~920 s, he didn t
really find a successful way of fusing those two dimensions together. In
some of the later poems, he also used Gaelic~ as ~ell, but I su~pose th.e
thing that we've come to realize about MacDiarmid was that his exp~n
ments in Scots were much like the experiments that he was later going
to make in English, because all of his poems are stitched together from
other people's texts. Basically, he steals words, phrase~, paragrai:>hs
from other people and stitches them together: he is the ultimate version
of the poet as collage-maker. It has taken us a long time to learn to read
the later poems, but as you learn to read them, what y~u realize is that
they are actually doing the same thing as the poems m Scots, exc~pt
that in the Scots poems he's using a dictio~ary of the. older Scottis~
tongue as the basis for the collage, whereas in the English poe;1115 he. s
using scientific and philosophical texts and passages from the Times Literary Supplement.
Whether MacDiarmid's later poetry is a fulfilment of his modernist intent or a betrayal of his Scottish commitments is a matter of much debate, and so are the consequences of his influence. Partly because
MacDiarmid's early work is so powerful and his views on Scotland ~o
abrasive, in a way he may have hindered the development of cert~
aspects of Scottish writing. His use of Scots encouraged some Scottish
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poets to see themselves as having to write in Scots as a kind of national
revival language, rather than in a language in which Scots was part of
the texture of what you were doing in English, or where you worked
back and forward between the two. There was a tendency for people
who followed MacDiarmid's achievement to try to purify Scots and to
set it up as an alternative to English ... For instance, there's a superb
joke in one of Tom Leonard's books where he's got a poster for a
Makkar's (i.e a poet's) meeting and it says "Meetin' tonight to decide
the spellin' o' this poster." There was tendency for poets writing in
Scots to create a kind of ghetto of purified language that refused to acknowledge the complexities of the real linguistic situation in Scotland.
They tried to recreate a standard Scots to replace standard English and
that became an obstruction to a really creative use of the language.
There were very good poets who worked in Scots in the MacDiarmid
tradition, but I think there were also others who got locked in and
trapped by this.
So, although MacDiarmid was a very significant force in the development of a sense of an independent Scottish culture I guess that I personally have spent a lot of the last ten years trying to demolish
MacDiarmid's influence because there was a generation of people in
Scotland who thought that MacDiarmid was Scottish culture and that
anything MacDiarmid said about it must be true. But I think we have to
recognise that in certain ways MacDiarmid was a very destructive influence because he wanted Scottishness to be identical with himself and
was dismissive of anyone who failed to come up to his sense of what
Scottishness entailed. It has taken quite a while for some people to escape from that version of the culture, a version that excluded lots of
people-not least because it is a deeply male, deeply authoritarian conception of cultural authority. It is almost a kind of Calvinism relocated
into culture. I think one of the most useful things we've done over the
past twenty years is to revitalize our sense of Scottish culture in the
1920's and 30's, displacing MacDiarmid and rediscovering the works of
a wider range of writers, particularly of women writers, who have a far
less abrasive sense of what Scottish culture can and ought to be.
There is, for instance, a woman called Nan Shepherd, whose novelsThe Quarry Wood, The Weatherhouse-have been republished over the
past ten years. Her writing is in English but it integrates a lots of Scots
into it and it predates many of the experiments with writing in Scots of
the more famous male writers. Now, Nan Sheppard was in communication with MacDiarmid and with Neil Gunn and clearly influenced the
work of Lewis Grassie Gibbon (whose A Scots Quair is probably the
most famous twentieth-century Scottish novel), but by the 1970s she
had been so completely forgotten that even though she had been the
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editor of the Aberdeen University Journal she was unknown to the English Literature department in Aberdeen when I worked there. A series
called Cannongate Classics, of which I am one of the editors, has just
reissued the complete works of Nan Shepherd in a one-volume edition.
We've also issued the novels of Willa Muir, who was the wife of Edwin
Muir, the poet and translator of Kafka, in a big one-volume edition. I
think one of the most useful things we've been able to do in terms of
understanding Scottish culture is to open out this period of the 1920's
which was so influential in Scottish writing, open it out to see a much
more complex cultural picture than the one which was defined by three
or four major, male writers. What we've been establishing is the fact
that far from consisting of just a few major figures, there was a complex
and vibrant Scottish culture, linked with modernism, but a modernism
with a much more European focus than the Eliot-Pound definition of
modernism, and involved in experiments with artistic form which were
deeply related to the whole tradition of Scottish writing and, in particular, to its folk dimension. So Nan Shepherd, for instance, is experimenting not with stream of consciousness, like Virginia Woolf, say, but ~th
narratives that displace the protagonist in favour of a commurutybased conception of the novel, one in which a folk voice will challenge
the centrality of the narrator figure. Shepherd is interested in how the
folk can be given a voice in the novel, whose form is fundamentally
bourgeois in its assumptions and expectations. this is where modernism and Scottish tradition intersect to produce a very distinctive literary style, one which involved a lot more writers than just MacDiarmid.
In that period there was a very distinctive range of experiments, whose
recovery has gone along with-and perhaps contributed to-the revitalization of contemporary Scottish writing.
What we can now see is a continuity between the work of the writers in
the 1920s and the writers of the 1980s and 90s, a continuity which
comes out of the specific nature of Scottish culture and the problems
that it poses for the writers. Handling dialect is one of these, because
'dialect' is not a 'low' language in Scotland, it is the form of the
country's major literary tradition going back to the middle ages: so
writers have to find ways to relate English, as the lan~ag~ of educate~
speech, to Scots, as the language of the folk of the Scottish literary tradition. In discovering ways of handling this conflict Scottish writers hav:e
developed narrative techniques which are a distinctive pro~uct o.f their
own culture but clearly have application elsewhere. Having this tension between the two languages also creates conflicting pol~~ of value,
and leads to the narrative of 'doubles' and of split personalities so pervasive in the Scottish tradition. One of the reasons that I distrust
Anderson's notion of 'imagined communities' is perhaps because I
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wouldn't want to see Scotland lose that sense of dialogue and dialectic
that sense of inner conflict, that used to be regarded as the great weak~
ness of Scottish culture, but which we can now see, I think, to be its distinctive strength.

Katherine Metzo

"Evil's
Scandalous
Logic" 1:
Genocide and the
Legitimacy of the State

It's not really a mass murder. It is
Individua l murder, person by person ,
that becomes mass murder.
-David Scheffer, Deputy Secretary
of State tor War Crimes

Hitler's Germany, Stalin's Soviet Union, Pol Pot's Cambodia,
former-Yugoslavia and Kosovo,
and contemporary Rwanda are all
cases where the use of violence is
taken beyond the necessities of
war. Such uses of violence are not
consid ered legitimate because they
violate international ethics and
therefore are declared war crimes.
That is, violence neither for the protection of borders, nor for the
struggle for independence, nor for
the acquisition of new land. Violence is used with the intent of annihilating a particular Other. While
scholars have focused primarily on
reactions to genocide, the same degree of attention has not been given
to the calculated logic behind these
mass murders, nor the personalized nature perpetuated in these
crimes. Th e intimate and dehumanizing nature of these war crimes is
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